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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Exploitation Plan can be regarded as the official starting document for result exploitation by the
beneficiaries of the H2020 PROMOTioN project. PROMOTioN addresses the topic of meshed offshore HVDC
grids and specifically its technical, legal, regulatory, economic and financial aspects.

The Exploitation Plan (deliverable D14.4) provides definitions on types of project results and an overview of the
most significant exploitable results after 2.5 years of project progress. The plan also proposes two applicable
conceptual frameworks for use during result exploitation. In the next 18 months, more project results are
expected.
The main purpose of the current Exploitation Plan is to instigate, encourage and facilitate project partners’
efforts to exploit the project results.
Exploitation means here capturing short-time and/or long-term value which was created through obtained
results, developments, skills, knowledge or any other form of output, beyond a project’s end. Where in some
cases results can be expressed in monetary terms, results for other areas are for example better expressed in
terms of organisational development, knowledge building or brand value & reputation gains.

The Exploitation Plan follows EC definitions and defines seven types of exploitable results: patent, spin-off/startup, PhD research, product, service, license and policy change. Depending the character of the result, activities
for further result exploitation can be summarised as either ‘lobbying & networking’ or ‘market development &
business planning’. A conceptual framework is suggested that further illuminates the different result types

A second framework is introduced through presenting the value chain for (meshed) offshore HVDC grids. For
effective result exploitation, and value creation, beneficiaries must know and understand their (competitive)
postion in this stakeholder system.
PROMOTioN’s current most significant exploitable results are presented, originating from the progress made
within the various work packages of the project, however centrered around individual beneficiaries.
Representatives of these individual project partners have been interviewed for capturing the results. The results
are presented following a fixed structure containing five elements, of which one is key: the envisaged value of
the project result. Beneficiaries’ representatives find determining the value of a project result not an easy thing
to do.

Through this Exploitation Plan beneficiaries are encouraged to put efforts and attention in acting beyond their
project results, to generate value from Europe’s R&I funding and to have further impact in society.
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ABBREVIATIONS
ABBREVIATION

MEANING

AC

Alternating current

CB

Circuit breaker

DC

Direct current

GIS

Gas Insulated Switchgear

HVDC

High voltage direct current

Hz

Hertz

IED

Intelligent Electronic Device

kA

Kiloampere

kV

Kilovolt

RoI

Return on Investment

RTDS

Real-Time Digital Simulation / Simulator

WP

Work package
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1 INTRODUCTION
To maximise the impact of the project, PROMOTioN comprises dissemination actions of the project results and
communication measures for promoting the project and its findings during the period of the grant. Hence
exploitation of project results is secured by the participating universities, institutes, consultancies, grid operators,
developers and manufacturers through uptake in their natural businesses, during the project and beyond in the
near future.

1.1

MOTIVATION

Within the H2020 Programme more importance is given to dissemination actions and exploitation of project
results. This stems from Europe’s ambitions to have improved value of R&I funding and more impact in society.
The H2020 rules state clear obligations for beneficiaries:
•

"Subject to any restrictions due to the protection of intellectual property, security rules or legitimate
interests, each participant shall through appropriate means disseminate the results it owns as soon as
possible."

•

"Each participant that has received Union funding shall use its best efforts to exploit the results it owns,
or to have them exploited by another legal entity…"

•

"… participants shall provide any information on their exploitation and dissemination related activities
and provide any documents necessary in accordance with the conditions laid down in the grant
agreement".

The main purpose of the current Exploitation Plan is to instigate, encourage and facilitate the
beneficiaries’ efforts to exploit the project results.
The Exploitation Plan is a first intermediate one, that is produced prior to a final one at the project’s end (D14.7,
M48). As such, the current plan (and formal project deliverable) can be regarded as an official starting document
which supports the further process of result exploitation towards project’s end. Not all potential outcome of all
beneficiaries is fully captured in this report at this stage; about half of the beneficiaries gave input in this plan.
The plan provides definitions, some frameworks and an overview of the most significant exploitable results at
this moment in the project (M30). In the next 18 months, more project results are expected.

1.2

DOCUMENT OVERVIEW

After a general introduction, chapter 2 describes the different alternatives of value generation in the context of
PROMOTioN. The various sections categorise types of exploitable results, ranging from fundamental ones,
such as PhD research and filed patents, to commercial exploitation through concrete product or service offering.
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Chapter 3 outlines the industry value chain of meshed offshore HVDC grids and its future capacity expectations.
Chapter 4 highlights the most significant exploitable results, originating from the various PROMOTioN work
packages (WP's). These are described by the beneficiaries’ activities under the PROMOTioN contract. The
impact, the current status of the work undertaken, the expected future developments and the final long-term
value of PROMOTioN for the organisation. An outlook on future developments is given in chapter 5, followed by
conclusions in chapter 6.

1.3

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

The participating beneficiaries of the PROMOTioN project are listed and illustrated below (situation June 2018).
Since the start of the project in January 2016 PROMOTioN welcomed Swedish startup SCibreak. Iberdrola and
Adwen left the consortium for different reasons.

SHORT NAME

LEGAL NAME

COUNTRY

DNV GL

DNV GL Netherlands B.V.

Netherlands

ABB

ABB AB

Sweden

KU Leuven

KU Leuven

Belgium

KTH

KTH Royal Institute of Technology

Sweden

EirGrid

EirGrid plc

Ireland
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SGI

SuperGrid Institute

France

DWG

Deutsche WindGuard GmbH

Germany

MEU

Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V.

Netherlands

Svk

Affärsverket Svenska kraftnät

Sweden

GE

Alstom Grid UK Ltd
(Trading as GE Grid Solutions)

United Kingdom

UniAbdn

University of Aberdeen

United Kingdom

RTE

Réseau de Transport d'Électricité

France

TU Delft

Technische Universiteit Delft

Netherlands

Equinor

Statoil ASA

Norway

TenneT

TenneT TSO B.V.

Netherlands

SOW

Stiftung OFFSHORE-WINDENERGIE

Germany

Siemens

Siemens AG

Germany

DTU

Danmarks Tekniske Universitet

Denmark

RWTH Aachen

Rheinisch-Westfälische Technische Hochschule
Aachen

Germany

UPV

Universitat Politècnica de València

Spain

FGH

Forschungsgemeinschaft für. Elektrische Anlagen
und Stromwirtschaft e.V.

Germany

Ørsted

Ørsted Wind Power A/S

Denmark

Carbon Trust

The Carbon Trust

United Kingdom

Tractebel

Tractebel Engineering S.A.

Belgium

EUI

European University Institute

Italy

T&D Europe

European Association of the Electricity
Transmission & Distribution Equipment and
Services Industry

Belgium

USTRAT

University of Strathclyde

United Kingdom

Prysmian

Prysmian

Italy

RUG

Rijksuniversiteit Groningen

Netherlands

MVOW

MHI Vestas Offshore Wind AS

Denmark

Energinet

Energinet.dk

Denmark

SHE Transmission

Scottish Hydro Electric Transmission plc

United Kingdom

SCiBreak

SCiBreak AB

Sweden
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2 EXPLOITATION OF RESULTS
This chapter provides understanding of project results in general and their envisaged exploitation. Also, and to
avoid any form of misinterpretation, the following section gives a further clarification regarding the meaning of
dissemination versus exploitation of results.

2.1

WHAT IS MEANT BY EXPLOITATION?

In essence, exploitation means capturing short-time and/or long-term value which was created through obtained
results, developments, skills, knowledge or any other form of output beyond PROMOTioNs' project end. Where
in some cases results can be expressed in monetary terms, results for other areas are for example better
expressed in terms of organisational development, knowledge building or brand value & reputation gains.
There is, however, a clear distinction between dissemination and exploitation as shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 Dissemination vs Exploitation (source: EC, Dissemination and Exploitation in Horizon 2020)

The relevant exploitable results can be differentiated as follows:
•

Patent

•

Spin-off/start-up

•

PhD research

•

Product

•

Services

•

License

•

Policy change
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Even though immediate concrete results in one or more of the categories listed above are still lacking at this
stage, a positioning towards a potential value creation in these fields may also be considered as a (initial)
exploitable result.

2.2

PATENT

A patent grants the inventor exclusive rights for a fixed period of time in exchange for public disclosure of that
invention. In doing so, a patent gives the owner the right to exclude others from making use of or protecting the
infringement of the patent in any way. However, a patent does not automatically lead to exploitation
opportunities to the patent owner; further (business) development is needed in order to find the right partner
such as licensee or buyer.

The intrinsic value created by patents is usually captured through licensing the invention to other parties (license
agreement) or through the sales generated by the inventor to the requesting potential customer. Another way to
capitalize on patents is to create a so called indivual spin-off or start-up company, separated from the
university's core research and educational function.

2.3

SPIN-OFF / STARTUP

University spin-offs are not very common but are important for commercializing technologies developed at
universities, and supporting with their major mission of research and education. Spinoffs also contribute to the
economic development of the local/regional community to which they belong. Firstly, they create business
opportunities by translating research results into applicable technologies leading to market solutions. Secondly,
university originated spinoffs typically serve as regional catalysts for the formation of clusters of new technology
firms.
Startups are also born from innovative business ideas, but, unlike spinoffs, they are not created within an
existing R&D institution such as a university. Startups tend to exploit a market niche with great potential,
although mostly time-limited

In general, a spinoff tries to take advantage of several purposes, such as retaining talent, developing and
exploiting new services and technologies discovered at the institution, seeking new business opportunities.

Contrary to that, a startup is mostly linked to the technology sector in its attempt to launch a totally new and
groundbreaking service, technological accessory or application.

2.4

PHD RESEARCH

Based on initial research, exploitable value can be expressed in the number of additional PhD positions created.
Additional PhD research positions help attracting additional students (final thesis) and help profiling the
university towards a certain technology and/or expertise.

5
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2.5

PRODUCT

Based on new technology, market (conditions) or customer types, industry partners may develop new products
while addressing new business opportunities. Proof of concept as well as prototyping are typically earlier
stages, leading to the final decision to develop a product. The process of commercial product development is an
important result of industrial research through which created value can be monetarized. It can be subdivided
into the following main categories:
•

Creation of an entirely new product by using new technology and by exploring all possibilities and
outcomes.

•

Innovation of an existing product by using new skills and or technology to deliver better or enhanced
performance.

•

2.6

Continuous improvement of an existing product driven by detailed market and/or customer knowledge.

SERVICE

Services entail any form of testing, research, consultancy (technical, financial, legal etc.) services to be used by
customers.

2.7

LICENSE

Licensing a product means you allow someone else to use your intellectual property, knowledge, logo or design
in exchange for fees. Those fees can include a lump sum, ongoing royalties or a percentage of the licensee’s
sales. The party owning the intellectual property is associated with the product and have control over how it is
used. Within the context of PROMOTioN, licensing is being used in conjunction with patents (see also chapter
2.2).

2.8

POLICY CHANGE

Policies may change after a project has developed policy recommendations, best practices, standards or
requirements.

2.9

FRAMEWORK FOR EXPLOITATION

In order to support the further process of result exploitation towards project’s end, a framework is introduced
indicating the activities to focus on in the beneficiaries’ effort to exploit. The visualisation of this framework is
shown in figure 2.2. The vertical axes showing the product dimension, ranging from product enablers
(infrastructure, support and facilities) to concrete core product. On the horizontal axes the development focus is
indicated, which for PROMOTioN is either typical technical or commercial.
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Figure 2.2a Framework for Exploitation (source: BAAK Strategisch Advies, 2018)
Figure 2.2b Framework with actionable result categories (source: own elaboration)

In figure 2.2a the framework with four different value domains is depicted, being “Standardisation, regulation &
certification”, “Licensing”, “Products” and “Professional services”. In this framework, the 7 individual result
categories can be plotted (figure 2.2b). To a large extent, the activities on which the beneficiaries need to focus
on in order to exploit the result, can either be summarised as Lobbying & networking (in case of technical
development focus) or Market development & business planning (commercial focus). For some of the
beneficiaries, since the initial work is (about to be) finalised, these activities get already gradually more attention
over the next 18 months.
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3 VALUE CHAIN OF OFFSHORE HVDC GRIDS
The PROMOTioN project addresses the topic of meshed offshore HVDC grids and specifically its technical,
legal, regulatory, economic and financial aspects. The results that come from the project have naturally a
character related to this domain. Exploitation of these results is expected to take place within the domain on the
first place, although it is also possible that results can be valuable in other domains of industry or society.
This chapter sketches the domain where future exploitation of project results is aimed at and to understand the
(competitive) position of the project partners in this domain. It is proposed to use the Framework of “Extended
Value Chain” for this purpose.

3.1

INDUSTRY VALUE CHAIN

The industry value chain for offshore HVDC grids begins with providers of raw materials; metals, minerals and
other materials elementary for the manufacturing of current and future HVDC grid components. The raw
materials are turned into HVDC grid components of wide variety. Main HVDC grid components are converters,
cables, transformers, offshore platforms and breaking devices for AC and DC. Balance of system (BoS) is
formed by the other elements needed for a power system, most importantly the generators, i.e. the offshore
wind farms, and the respective offshore wind offtakers. The equipment manufacturing covers those companies
that provide the needed machinery, service and manufacturing solutions to HVDC Grid components
manufacturers. Operation & Maintenance cover all aspects and activities necessary to offshore HVDC meshed
grids against pre-defined, safety, productivity and profitability goals. Operation & Maintenance typically covers
every aspect of the day-to-day operation, aiming at maximizing the system’s lifetime and Return on Investment
(RoI).

Figure 3.1 Extended Value Chain for meshed offshore HVDC grids: actors along the industry
value chain, the axial enabling actors and the wider industry ecosystem (source: DNV GL elaboration)
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3.2

EXTENDED VALUE CHAIN

The Extended Value Chain for meshed offshore HVDC grids is depicted in Figure 3.1. The value chain can be
divided into three building blocks:

1.

Enablers including research and innovation activities that are horizontally integrated to each point of
the industrial value chain together with complementary activities such as education/training of human
resources, ICT or consulting services of various type that also go along the whole industrial value chain

2.

Industry value chain for meshed offshore HVDC grids

3.

Wider ecosystem level factors including access to finance, public policies, and market and societal
needs which ultimately sets the framework.

Research, Development and Innovation are decisive enablers of the entire industry value chain. Advancements
in research yielding to cost reduction and performance improvements are continuously achieved. Design &
Engineering is a methodological series of steps used for the creation of functional products, services or
processes. This process typically comprises conceptualization, feasibility assessment, establishing design
requirements, preliminary prototyping & design and piloting. Demonstration facilities are the last step left, paving
the way towards commercialisation of next generation systems.

The complementary activities have as well a vital role in supporting the entire industry value chain. This includes
activities such as:
•

education & training of qualified human resources

•

modelling & testing activities

•

standardization & regulation

•

various types of consulting activities.

Technical testing allow for verification against pre-defined requirements and criteria. These tests can be either
carried out in real-life environments or in simulated situations and typically form an iterative loop with Design &
Engineering.

Standardisation & Regulation play a role in the creation of markets for products and services. Standards support
market-based competition and help ensure the interoperability of complementary systems. They reduce costs,
improve safety and enhance competition. Due to their role in protecting health, safety, security and the
environment, standards are increasingly important to the public (source: European Commission; various
webpages).

Access to finance, coherent policy support and market and societal needs are the societal drivers for the
industry value chain. The HVDC industry has received a boost from sustainable energy and climate change
policies aiming to promote the use of energy from renewable sources.

9
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The introduction of offshore HVDC technology to the energy system is likely to need different public policy
support schemes, investment subsidies or other incentives. Offshore grid development is subject to various
policies (such as RDI policy, Energy policy, Climate Change policy, Industrial Policy, Resource policy,
Competition Policy, etc.) and various levels of policies (i.e. international, European, national, regional, local).
This calls for a broad coordination of policy support - horizontally between different policy fields and vertically in
different levels of governance in order to address in a more efficient, timely and targeted manner the offshore
HVDC grid development in Europe.

3.3

CAPACITY OUTLOOK FOR THE NORTHERN SEAS

PROMOTioN addresses meshed offshore HVDC grids and is aiming at a major deployment in the Northern
seas. Currently no meshed electricity grids are present in the seas (despite individual electrical connections,
e.g. point-to-point interconnectors, and radial connections from the offshore wind farms to the shore) but there is
a growing awareness among EU member states and European institutions that such grids need to be realized to
facilitate the evacuation of power from offshore wind farms in the coming decades.

The need for and magnitude of tangible meshed HVDC grids in the Northern seas in the future will highly
depend on the growth of offshore wind generation capacity. An indication of such envisaged development is
given in Figure 3.2. The magnitude of the value chain for offshore HVDC grids and further activity in the domain
of (meshed) offshore HVDC grids is strongly related to the development of offshore wind generation capacity.

Figure 3.2 Indicative scenarios for offshore wind generation capacity
in the North Sea (source: PROMOTioN WP12, June 2018)

The magnitude of the value chain for offshore HVDC grids on the short to medium-term is very relevant for the
exploitation of PROMOTioN results as it forms the basics of a future outlook for any business planning.
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3.4

PROMOTION PARTNERS

The Framework of the Extended Value Chain allows for giving the beneficiaries a place in Extended Value
Chain of (meshed) offshore HVDC grids. For effective exploitation, and value creation, beneficiaries must know
and understand their (competitive) postion in this system.

#

SYSTEM ACTORS

BENEFICARIES

1

TSO’s

EirGrid, Svk, TenneT, RTE, energinet, SHE Transmission

2

HVDC grid component suppliers

ABB, MEU, GE, Siemens, Prysmian, SCiBreak

3

Academia (universities &
research institutes)

KU Leuven, KTH, UniAbdn, TU Delft, DTU, RWTH Aachen, UPV,
EUI, USTRAT, RUG

4

Offshore Wind generators and
Developers

Ørsted, MVOW

5

Off-takers

Equinor

6

Testing & certification service
providers

DNV GL, SGI, DWG

7

Consulting

DWG, Carbon Trust, FGH, Tractebel

8

Others (trade associations)

T&D Europe, SOW

Figure 3.3 Extended Value Chain for (meshed) offshore HVDC grids with postion of PROMOTioN’s actors.
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4 CURRENT EXPLOITABLE RESULTS
The purpose of this chapter is to provide PROMOTioN’s current most significant exploitable results, originating
from the progress made within the various work packages. The results in this chapter have been chosen
through a limited brainstorm by DNV GL’s project team and through chats with selected project partners. During
a brainstorming process a simple and experimental framework was created to distinguish and plot the different
results (see figure 4.1), having in mind a holisitic view on result diversity.

Figure 4.1 Holistic view on result diversity

The methodology used to elaborate on the current results is interviews, both face-to-face and through phone
calls. A two-step approach was deployed for documenting the responses: interview followed-up by the
verification through the interviewee. Furthermore, each result is described using 5 distinguising elements:

Activities: Description of specific field of activities the beneficiary carries out under the PROMOTioN
contract.
Impact: Overview of the positive change PROMOTioN has brought to the beneficiary, over the first two
years regarding innovation, knowledge building, skill development, regulatory insights and/or business
success.
Current status: Achievements and actions completed to date, possibly accompanied with gap analysis.
Future development: Planned activities to achieve pre-defined WP objectives, including expected events,
resources required and potential inhibitors.
Value: Future value generated over time by the beneficiary as a direct or indirect result of PROMOTioN
originated efforts, where ideally this value is expressed in monetary terms.
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The interviews have been conducted with about half of PROMOTioN’s beneficiaries, and in two rounds. This
staged approach was chosen to allow learning during the execution of setting up this Exploitation Plan. The first
round of interviewees came from apparent project results and is described in the following subsections. The
second round of interviews was based on randomly chosen project beneficiaries. As not all this feedback could
be completely processed before the issue date of this report, the interview documentation of this second round
is documented in the Annex.

4.1

PATENT: LC SERIES HVDC CIRCUIT BREAKER

Interviewee: prof. Dragan Jovcic at the University of Aberdeen, School of Engineering (WP6)

4.1.1

ACTIVITIES

High quality research on HVDC circuitbreakers (CB’s), mainly:
•

Mechanical (Mitsubishi)

•

Hybrid; semiconductor + mechanical (ABB)

Some of these products are close to commercial launch.

4.1.2

IMPACT

Ongoing work in the field of CB testing in the period 2016-2018 has led to the development of the Series LC
circuit breaker (Inductor-Capacitor). It is an innovative concept which recently has been filed for patent.
Theoretical and simulation models have been developed as well as a small-scale hardware prototype. The LC
circuitbreaker is currently been introduced to the industry for further (co-)development. Once backed by the
industry prototyping can scale up to 80kV, 3kA magnitutes and further feedback can be acquired.

A take up of this new concept will also lead to new PhD-type research projects and a further profiling of the
University of Aberdeen towards large scle renewable energy as well as HVDC technology.

4.1.3

CURRENT STATUS

A PCT patent is filed. The university is considering options for further development and commercialisation of
technology possibly with industrial partners.

4.1.4

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

In order to be succesfull with this new CB concept and to create industry buy-in, it is important to establish the
right contacts and experts in the field. In cooperation with these industry partners, co-development may lead to
commercial products. An important inhibitor is the long-time (> 10+ years) industries testing and development of
the classical CB concepts, with hardly any revenue streams generated. Another important inhibitor is the lack of
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expertise to bring products to market or to activily hunt for new industry contacts. Some of this is done by the
University’s so called “Research Office” but vast experience is also lacking.

4.1.5

VALUE

Best case scenario is an industry decision to start cooperating with the University of Aberdeen during Q3 2018
which may result in a 50-100kV prototype by Q3 2019. Next to this and since this is substantially new concept,
there is need for further research in parallel with technology demonstration.

4.2

SERVICE: DEVELOPMENT OF A DC CB TESTING

Interviewee: Dr. René Smeets at DNV GL KEMA Laboratories, High Power test lab (WP5 & 10)

4.2.1

ACTIVITIES

DNV GL’s KEMA Laboratories test and certify AC equipment and develop testing services related to HVDC
circuit breakers (HVDC CB’s) aiming to simulate realistic, most onerous, conditions. HVDC equipment testing is
a new activity for the laboratory where the concept of testing HVDC power switchgear with low-frequency AC
generators is developed in PROMOTioN.
DNV GL’s CB testing lab tests and certifies AC & DC circuit breakers (CB’s), aiming to simulate the “most
difficult conditions”.

4.2.2

IMPACT

As HVDC CB technology is far from being explored in detail, PROMOTioN has offered DNV GL the possibility to
explore, collect and discuss the most onerous conditions with industry partners. These discussions have led to
extensive knowledge on HVDC switching technology, possible future HVDC grid topologies as well as a list with
reliable “stress” parameters which form the foundation of current DC CB testing.

Since powerful HVDC sources are very difficult to build, PROMOTioN gave the opportunity to develop AC
sourcing with 3 times longer cycles (16,7 Hz i.s.o. 50 Hz). These adapted AC sources offer “pseudo-DC
windows” which temporarily simulate DC conditions allowing the testing of the (extreme fast) DC CB’s.
PROMOTioN partners such as Mitsubishi, Scibreak (and possibly ABB) are using these facilities.

Furthermore, this expertise on DC CB testing has led to a stronger profile of DNV GL KEMA Laboratories as
HVDC testing and certification institute, balancing out the competitive forces from China and other upcoming
markets.
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The introduction of HVDC testing gave a boost to initiatives to create new knowledge, expertise and experience
to the laboratory personnel trained AC application.

4.2.3

CURRENT STATUS

Testing of prototypes of HVDC circuit breakers of two technologies has been demonstrated. Experimental
methods to investigate electrical stresses of key subcomponents of HVDC circuit breakers are presently in
preparation, to start in September 2018.

4.2.4

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

In order to fuel the knowledge development, initiatives such as PROMOTioN are crucial for the cooperation
between European institutions and industries. In international standardization fora, such as IEC, these
experiences are submitted to formulate test requirements and reinforce standardization of future protection
equipment of HVDC grid technology necessary to facilitate massive offshore energy generation expected in the
future.

The present (limited) market for HVDC grid components runs the risk of standing idle as industry players are
reluctant investing in a non-existing market. It’s the typical chicken-egg dilemma, where markets will not develop
without an industry driving it. Also, HVDC initiatives coming from markets such as China may find inroads to
European territories and may threat the competitiveness of European HVDC suppliers from other territories. In
these cases, pricing may be used to undercut today’s European equipment and cost-intensive certification
procedures.

4.2.5

VALUE

In the next quarters, improved knowledge allows voltage and current levels to be scaled up for the testing
purposes, reaching 350 kV and 20 kA in 2019. Current PROMOTioN partners (Mitsubishi, Scibreak and ABB)
will keep on using DNV GL testing facilities for the foreseeable future.

Value of testing could go up to 500 kEuro per year. Interest has been expressed from Korea, Japan, China.
Once HVDC grids will be actually conceived, the experience gained in this project will give the European
industry a competitive edge.

4.3

SERVICE: TESTING OF HVDC GIS GASES

Interviewees: Bruno Luscan & Paul Vinson at the SuperGrid Institute (WP15)
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4.3.1

ACTIVITIES

The SuperGrid Institute is investigating the effectiveness of condition monitoring techniques with alternative
gases (incl. mixtures) for the HVDC Gas Insulated Switchgear (GIS). The work will consist in comparing
available partial discharge measuring techniques to check their applicability in DC and see how different
insulation defect types can be discriminated trough recognition algorithms. Then, different substitutes to Sulfur
Hexafluoride (SF6) insulating gasses will be characterized.

4.3.2

IMPACT

GIS, mature technology for AC grids, is an important technology stream to be developed for DC allowing the
development of reduced-sized switchgear to be used on space-limited HVDC off-shore sites. Where traditionally
SF6 is used in AC & DC applications, the increased discussion around the greenhouse gas emissions, fuels the
quest for alternative gas solutions.

PROMOTioN allowed the early research, development and international cooperation between partners
anticipating on future market demand. The outcomes will ease the HVDC GIS new technology introduction.

The project helped SuperGrid Institute significantly with their positioning and expertise in the market for partial
discharge and insulation technology as it is one of the very first institutions to work with alternative gasses for
application in HVDC grids.

PROMOTioN also allowed a research cooperation between SuperGrid Institute and Delft, University of
Technology.

4.3.3

CURRENT STATUS

Work package 15 kicked off beginning of 2018 so the major progresses and results are mostly to come. The
partial discharge measuring techniques to investigate have been evaluated and selected. Agreement has been
found on the gas mixtures to compare and main lines of the test program are defined.
Test circuit and apparatus are under procurement to allow early tests during third quarter of 2018. Tests in
SuperGrid Institute will be performed with TU Delft sensor as well to cross-check the findings.

4.3.4

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

For the future success, the development of an independent system for condition monitoring, able to detect,
identify and locate a defect will be necessary to accelerate the market introduction of DC GIS. Development of
such a system requires to build a strong database of defect types, determine recognition algorithms and validate
their efficiency in various operating conditions (typical test duration is 2 months to observe the effect of one
particular defect for one gas mixture).
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Future success is also dependant on partnership building with:
•

Universities and/or laboratories to complete the database and provide a broad acceptance to the
recognition techniques.

•

Companies active in the market of partial discharge and with (HW & SW) experience for the
development of commercial products.

4.3.5

VALUE

A commercial market for HVDC GIS technologies is not existing yet so income expectation forecast is
hazardous. SuperGrid Institute aims different value types out of this collaborative project:
•

There might be a possibility to protect recognition algorithms and to have income from IP rights in the
future. Project perimeter and duration is not exhaustive enough but first basis could be settled during
the project timeframe.

•

Measurement techniques are not defined yet for DC and there could be opportunities to protect
concepts or new techniques.

•

Lastly, the PROMOTioN project gives to SuperGrid Institute the opportunity to investigate earlier the
phenomena with SF6 substitutes. It gives to the Institute a chance to be leader on that field and to
expect income out of consultancy work thanks to this position.

4.4

PRODUCT: DC GRID PROTECTION SYSTEM

Interviewee: Ilka Jahn, PhD researcher at KTH, Royal Institute of Technology (WP4)
4.4.1

ACTIVITIES

Research and development of HVDC converters, equipment (incl. CB’s) & overall power electronics.

4.4.2

IMPACT

PROMOTioN allowed the development of the multi-vendor DC grid protection system, resulting in the Intelligent
Electronic Device (IED). The IED development was facilitated and accelerated by valuable input from SvK and
ABB. Initial tests took place at the RTDS in KU Leuven/Energyville.

PROMOTioN also helped profiling KTH as the HVDC technology research centre and facilitated the smooth
cooperation with other university departments as well as businesses, especially:
•

ABB

•

SvK

•

KU Leuven/Energyville

•

SuperGrid Institute
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4.4.3

CURRENT STATUS

As from June 2018, the first HVDC protection IED prototype was developed, tested and demonstrated. The
tests were done at KUL/Energyville´s RTDS. The following algorithms were tested for 3 terminals (on one IED):
dv/dt, dv/dt with current direction criteria, local travelling wave extraction, undervoltage, overcurrent, busbar
protection.

Figure 4.1 PROMOTioN IED version 1.0

4.4.4

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

The next step in development, - after implementation and testing of more algorithms - is to facilitate real-time
ethernet communication between the various IEDs. This fast substation communication will increase
compatibility between equipment from different vendors. This is considered a key enabler for building a multiterminal HVDC grid.

4.4.5

VALUE

The IED basically consists of standard "off-the-shelf" hardware (Zedboard) in combination with small, custom
and flexible I/O cards to connect to RTDS. Also, the IED is interfaced to via USB with a normal PC or laptop (for
configuration and datalog reading). Although it is at this point difficult to estimate the value in monetary terms,
these characteristics make this product very cost-efficient and attractive for business partners.

4.5

PRODUCT: HVDC GIS

Interviewee: Michael Gatzsche, R&D Engineer at ABB (WP15)

4.5.1

ACTIVITIES

In a pre-commercial phase of HVDC technology, ABB developes and demonstrates HVDC gas-insulated
switchgear (GIS) finished products.
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4.5.2

IMPACT

In cooperation with other PROMOTioN partners and following the guidelines concerning specific HVDC GIS
systems, ABB is able to show that HVDC GIS technology is mature enough to develop, manufacture, install and
operate a product that is able to realize significant space savings for offshore platforms. As the basic research
and development of HVDC GIS technology and products took several years, PROMOTioN supported the last
phase of this development. Next to the concrete product development, PROMOTioN fueled academia-industry
networking and knowledge sharing.

4.5.3

CURRENT STATUS

With amendment 5 to PROMOTioN, WP15 started in January 2018. The HVDC GIS demonstrators was built in
the ABB factory Zürich in June 2018. It will be assembled and commsioned at DNV GL HVDC lab in July/August
2018 under realistic on-site conditions.

4.5.4

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

One main contribution of ABB is to provide a HVDC GIS demonstrator for long-term testing. Preparations are
being made for the successful demonstration of the products to the PROMOTioN partners and wider public in
the period from Nov 2018 - Nov 2019.

4.5.5

VALUE

PROMOTioN's generated value for ABB will be:
•

Additional sales coming from early mover position in a new to be developed market.

•

Image building as innovator

A directly quantifiable benefit is the ABB allocated WP15 EU contribution for personal cost, equipment, research
infrastructure, testing and travel.

4.6

POLICY CHANGE: GRID CODES FOR HVDC GRID CONNECTION

Interviewee: Philipp Ruffing, PhD researcher at RWTH Aachen University (WP2 & 16)

4.6.1

ACTIVITIES

Research and development on HVDC
•

grid dynamics and (converter) control

•

fault simulation & network analysis

•

system stability

•

demonstration of DC network
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4.6.2

IMPACT

Through PROMOTioN, RWTH has been able to develop vast expertise in grid codes for the connection of
meshed HVDC grids with AC onshore grids. An important aspect of this development is the fact that this
research has been carried out with a mix of academia and industry partners. Key impacts of the PROMOTioN
project are:

4.6.3

•

Integration of the results into teaching

•

Participation of students in state-of-the-art research (e.g. by final theses)

•

Results are used in the development of dissertations

CURRENT STATUS

A unique multi-terminal HVDC laboratory is under construction at RWTH Aachen University. The so-called
HVDC TestBench has been ordered and will be commissioned by the end of 2018. With this system, a new
level in terms of multi-terminal DC grid demonstation will be possible.

RWTH started a collaboration with CIGRÉ working group B4.69 regarding the development of EMT models for
future DC networks.

4.6.4

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

In Q1 2019, commissioning of the "Test Bench System" at RWTH is foreseen. Based on hardware-in-the-loop
studies with this small-scale demonstrator, the investigations aim to prove the interoperability and controllability
of a multi-terminal DC system.

4.6.5

VALUE

Through the "Test Bench System" commercial exploitation is expected. It will generate additionel funds for
future research and potential PhD students. The demonstrator will provide long-term potential for TSOs, national
authorities and technology providers to perform studies.

4.7

POLICY CHANGE: ROADMAP DEVELOPMENT FOR REGULATION AND FINANCING

Interviewee: Alan Croes, Senior Manager Corporate Asset Owner at TenneT (WP1, 7 and 12)
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4.7.1

ACTIVITIES

TenneT is active as leader in the field of requirement definition for meshed offshore grids as well as regulation
and financing within PROMOTioN. TenneT also brings in expertise as TSO in other area's such as grid
protection, HVDC circuit breaker performance and project management.

4.7.2

IMPACT

The work within the PROMOTioN project has direct impact on how issues will be arranged with regards to
offshore networks, (inter-governmental) regulations and the cooperation between involved countries within
Europe. The project sets demarcation lines, outlines on what is technically feasible and develops knowledge on
the communication with governments

4.7.3

CURRENT STATUS

During the course of PROMOTioN, it is recognized that adding offshore connection capacity will not be feasible
without support from the EU and its governments. The question arises how to make pre-investments productive.
Currently, existing and ongoing offshore grid projects are subsidized based on the welfare of the country
responsible for the installation of the connection. However, this system might need to be changed to a system
based on real investments done.

4.7.4

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

The offshore grid will be too extensive to be covered by one country. The advantages of cooperation throughout
Europe need to be used. Hence, European regulations and governments need to be aligned. Politics need to
support the expansion of the European offshore grid and be consistent in stimulation measures to support
investments. When the risk arises that regulations will be changed in future, companies will not be inclined to do
large investments. The great advantage of PROMOTioN is the fact that items like these are clearly identified.

4.7.5

VALUE

Intangible value is an improved insight in how a meshed HVDC grid will operate in future. The knowledge
obtained can be used in the North Sea Windpower Hub project TenneT is currently participating in.
PROMOTioN can be used as a validation check whether the use of an island as a hub is feasible or not. It
saves time in answering future questions and prevents from wrong decision making in the future.
A clear value determination in Euro’s depends on future developments. In case TenneT will be the regulating
partner for the future grid, value can amount to 1 billion Euro/year for the foreseeable future. alternatively, if
TenneT’s grid will be used a pass-through facility only, it will just cost money.
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4.8

PHD RESEARCH: LEGAL FRAMEWORK DESIGN

Interviewee: Ceciel Nieuwenhout, PhD Researcher at the University of Groningen (WP7)
4.8.1

ACTIVITIES

Legal framework design for offshore electricity grids in the North Sea.

4.8.2

IMPACT

In a direct way, PROMOTioN has offered the opportunity pursue PhD research on drafting a legal framework for
meshed HVDC offshore grids. Next to this, PROMOTioN strengthens the Groningen Centre for Energy Law
(GCEL) position as a research institution, focusing on legal issues relating to the development of offshore
renewable energy and offshore electricity grids. GCEL aims to serve as a hub for legal expertise around this
topic with several researchers working on different aspects of offshore energy and infrastructure. Through
PROMOTioN, this hub function is further developed and the reputation of Groningen as knowlegde centre for
energy law is further substantiated. A third added value is that the knowledge acquired through PROMOTioN
can be distributed through lectures for graduate and post-graduate study programmes.

4.8.3

CURRENT STATUS

Current PhD research is being carried out, planned to be finalised in 2020.

4.8.4

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

An important driver for successful finalization of the PROMOTioN project as a whole and particularly the drafting
of a fitting regulatory framework is strong cooperation with the different work packages. Another driver for
success is regular stakeholder interaction since stakeholders’ input can serve both as input for new viewpoints
on the regulatory framework as well as willingness/acceptance test of the proposed regulatory framework.
Strong stakeholder leadership (workpackages) is key to success.

4.8.5

VALUE

The acquired knowledge through PROMOTioN, i.e. expertise and network, will be used as a basis for further
research into offshore electricity grids and offshore renewable energy generation where increasingly, research
focuses on the North Sea area. Moreover, the acquired knowledge will be integrated in the teaching
programmes that the Groningen Centre for Energy Law offers both internally and externally.
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5 OUTLOOK
In the previous chapter, eight exploitable project results have been further explored; ranging from PHD research
at universities and institutes to commercial product development. For some of the results, their exploitation will
already start over the project period to come. For these results, and depending on the development focus as
described in section 2.9 (technical vs commercial), these beneficiaries will gradually start to focus on lobbying &
networking or market development & business planning.

In addition, another eight beneficiaries1 have been interviewed for capturing their expected exploitable results.
This input is however not verified before the deadline of this Explotation Plan and the respective results are
therefor only documented in the Annex. Table 5.1 below captures the categories of the results to be expected
form these seven beneficiaries and drafts their topics.

Table 5.1 Generalised unverified result input from additional PROMOTioN beneficiaries

Result category

Topic

Patent

-

Spin-off/Startup

-

PhD research

• Developments in the direction of licensing or even startup
initiatives
• Wider promotion of research results within organisation
• Further grid topology development

Product

-

Service

• Further analysis for the development of CBA
• Grid topology definition
• Ongoing grid protection system development

License

-

Policy change

• Continuing grid code standardisation
• Starting harmonization towards standardization of HVDC
grid system

.

It is expected that the benificaries that not have been interviewed yet will also bring forward their project results.
Within the scope of WP14 activities these outcomes will be captured in Q3/Q4 of 2018. Interviews and/or an
approach through surveys is currently envisaged.

1 KU Leuven, DTU, Tractebel, Carbon Trust, Equinor, RTE, Eirgrid and UPV
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6 CONCLUSIONS
Being beyond mid-way the project, a set of results has been collected and documented which appear the most
visible results amongst more. The description of each result forms a starting base for the respective beneficiary
in further exploitation, and other beneficiaries can copy the format of the description for explaining their results
in the nearby future.
Next two frameworks are provided also meant to facilitate the beneficiaries’ efforts to exploit PROMOTioN’s
project results. The Framework for Exploitation recommends the kind and character of efforts to be done by the
beneficiary for effective exploitation, while the Framework of the Extended Value Chain positions the beneficiary
in the wider ecosystem of offshore HVDC grids. For effective exploitation, and value creation, beneficiaries must
know and understand their (competitive) position in this system.

From the various discussions with the beneficiaries, it became clear that determining the value of
PROMOTioN’s results is not an easy thing to do. Although the value generation in terms of skill development,
knowledge building or even the positioning for the world-wide HVDC market place is as such not quantifiable but
certainly provides value.

Beneficiaries also see clear value in pan-European networking in order to establish a trusted network of HVDC
technology partners. It is the strong belief that by doing so, European institutions (including universities),
manufacturers and regulatory bodies form strong alliances to compete with players originating in other
geographies, especially China.

Despite the above, most of the inteviewees understand that quantifying value in monetary terms is clearly
desirable for the calculation of "some sort of" Return on Investment. RoI has become popular in the last few
decades as a general-purpose metric in the industry for rating capital purchases, projects, programs and
initiatives and generally goes beyond simply measuring profitability.

Through this Exploitation Plan beneficiaries are encouraged to put efforts and attention in acting beyond their
project results, to generate value from Europe’s R&I funding and to have further impact in society.
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ANNEX: FURTHER EXPLOITABLE RESULTS
In this annex the interview notes with eight beneficiaries are documented regarding their expected exploitable
results. The input is not cross-checked yet through verification with the interviewee.

PHD RESEARCH: TOOL DEVELOPMENT AND ALGORITM DETECTION IN DC NETWORKS
Interviewee: Dirk Van Hertem, Associate Professor at KU Leuven
ACTIVITIES
Standardisation and tool development based on algorithm detection in DC networks:
•

cost-benefit analysis

•

grid analysis

•

simulation tools

IMPACT
The PROMOTioN funding facilitated the development of network simulation tools, used to test HVDC grid
protection systems (I.E.D. for example). Furthermore, it allowed to deepen the HVDC industry network and to
develop a strong HVDC industry network within Europe. Within the KU Leuven, PROMOTioN is also seen as a
strong platform for communication activities helping to profile KU Leuven towards HVDC technology.
CURRENT STATUS
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
Future developments will go in the direction of licensing the technology (product and/or services) as well as
start-up/scale-up activities.
VALUE
-
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POLICY CHANGE: STANDARDISATION & HARMONIZATION OF HVDC GRID SYSTEMS
Interviewee: Paul Sørensen, Professor at Danmarks Tekniske Universitet, Denmark
ACTIVITIES
Standardisation & harmonization of existing research results.
IMPACT
The impact of PROMOTioN on the operations of Danmarks TU can not yet be estimated as the activities of
WP11, “Harmonization towards Standardization” are just starting. It is expected that over the next 6 months, this
estimation, including a forecast can be made.
CURRENT STATUS
Activities under the PROMOTioN project just started.
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
VALUE
-
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SERVICE: TOPOLOGY OF FUTURE HVDC GRIDS TOWARDS 2030

Interviewee: Pierre Hennaux, Energy Systems Planner at Tractebel
ACTIVITIES
Tractebel as partner of WP12 is working on the development of a draft roadmap for the deployment of the grid
expansion and the development of grid topologies towards 2030. To this purpose, Tractebel is supporting the
definition of requirements and performing a literature review of existing studies to explore the trade-off that can
be made between the different types of configurations.

Tractebel focuses on an important part of the deployment plan that is the identification of the main barriers that
need to be relieved to make the HVDC offshore grid operation possible. Different strategies are formulated to
develop the off-shore hubs that will collect, concentrate and transfer the wind generation. Possibilities for a
concentrated hub (on an energy island) versus more differentiated (smaller) hubs (on platforms) are being
studied. On basis of these high-level design options, the concrete, detailed topologies are defined and
elaborated. The result will be a deployment plan with pros and cons of the various available design options
based on current PROMOTioN results.

Besides this, Tractebel work on the control strategies and define the simulations to validate their adequacy
specially to demonstrate the proper behaviour of the system upon contingencies. The dynamic simulation tools
of Tractebel will be used for these simulations. The result of this part of the project will be the availability of
validated (smart) control strategies.
IMPACT
The energy transition is the heart of the business model of Tractebel and its shareholder ENGIE. The in-depth
knowledge and mastering of meshed HVDC offshore grids fundamentals is therefore very important as wind
energy should become an important component of the future European energy mix.
It is also very important to be recognised as a solid partner able to offer engineering and consulting services in
the frame of off-shore grids. Within ENGIE, Tractebel aim at being one of the anchor points of off-shore wind
energy together with other parts of the ENGIE Group such as Fabricom active in the wind offshore substations
development, erection and maintenance.
In short, Tractebel aim at being a recognised, knowledgeable and solid partner in the field of HVDC offshore
grids within the European offshore wind and grid community.
CURRENT STATUS
Currently, Tractebel is working on the deployment plan which uses as key inputs the results of the other working
groups. A main driver is the interest of all partners into expanding their knowledge into other dimensions than
they have formerly worked on. The excellent communication and interaction between the different partners is
therefore of essence.
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Point of concern can be the conflicting (but nevertheless legitimate) needs, views and concerns of the different
partners type. Tractebel, as partner of the consulting type is in between these parties and aims at providing as
much as possible an objective and unbiased contribution to the deployment plan of the offshore grid. The
expected need for arbitrage between partners could slow down the drafting of the deployment plan.
Besides this, on the technical side, the results from different working groups can be contradictory which can also
lead to extra effort of the team working on the deployment plan (e.g. technical conclusions about the way the
offshore grid must be operated and controlled could be contradictory with the proposed legal and regulatory
frameworks). In this case, budget might become a concern during year 4.
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
In the coming period, Tractebel will make progress in defining the control strategy of offshore meshed grids,
simulations are planned to be performed in December 2018.
Different grid topologies will be delivered to allow analysis how to control, operate, plan, finance and protect the
grid. Aim is to get a consistent picture of the future offshore grid.
VALUE
The expectations of Tractebel towards the added value created by the PROMOTioN project are the following:
push to the next level the knowledge and proficiency of Tractebel teams dealing with HVDC systems and
offshore grids (through increase of knowledge and improvement of software tools) with the objective to be even
more active in the off-shore wind and related grids B2B segments.
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SERVICE: ECONOMIC, POLICY AND REGULATORY SUPPORT FOR PROMOTION
Interviewee: Oliver Houlden, Analyst at Carbon Trust
ACTIVITIES
The Carbon Trust works on the economic, policy and regulatory side of the PROMOTioN project. For WP1 the
Carbon Trust hosted a stakeholder engagement workshop in Aberdeen. The structure of this workshop was
later replicated in Germany and Spain for additional stakeholder workshops. Further deliverables were reviewed
as part of WP1.
WP7 included an analysis of the Offshore Transmission (OFTO) regime and the CBA’s of two projects of
common interest between Britain and Ireland. Further activities in WP7 include the design of a series of criteria
for assessing different design parameters for the new regulatory regime. This helped to define at what level the
TSO should operate at and supported on how the design systems should operate.

For WP12 an analysis of offshore wind scenarios up to 2050 was undertaken using the Energy Technology
Perspectives 2017 series. Following the analysis a meeting was held with other consortium partners who
reviewed other deployment projections to select optimal generation scenarios for the cost benefit analysis. A
further consultation was held to review the potential wind zones in the North Sea, resulting in the development
of an inventory of exclusion zones (e.g. military zones, oil or gas platforms).

The Carbon Trust also assisted in collecting the cost data points for the CBA analysis for both the UK and
European analysis.

The Carbon Trust will use the Plexos software to develop a CBA for the UK as a single market while Tractebel
will concentrate on the collective costs and benefits to Europe. FGH will undertake an equivalent analysis to that
of the Carbon Trust for the German market.
IMPACT
For Carbon Trust, the PROMOTioN project is a great opportunity to grow capabilities and develop competencies
in HVDC meshed offshore grids.

The Carbon Trust can use the knowledge obtained within the PROMOTioN project and share these within the
Offshore Wind Accelerator (OWA). This is a collaborative R&D programme which was set up 10 years ago
between Carbon Trust and 9 offshore wind developers. The programme aims to reduce the cost of offshore
wind to be competitive with conventional energy generation.
CURRENT STATUS
Currently, the Carbon Trust is reviewing deliverables of other partners and working on the preparation for the
UK CBA.
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Drivers in the PROMOTioN project are working with the excellent technical partners and having constructive
discussions with them at technical meetings.

A number of delays have been encountered due to a slow approval process for the deliverables. The input
generation database for the CBA for the North Sea is not available yet and could be delayed until October 2018.

In terms of risk, the changing political agenda could be disruptive for the project. This is particularly important in
terms of the UK’s withdrawal of the EU, it may make sense to include greater stakeholder engagement with
government ministers within the UK, EU and other North Sea member states to ensure that the MOG is
progressed beyond the end of the Promotion project.
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
The next steps are to finalize the CBA in the next couple of weeks. The Carbon Trust will continue to be an
active participant in WP7 and WP12.
VALUE
For Carbon Trust the PROMOTioN project is a great opportunity to network with the European Commission and
with the partners involved in the project. The project aligns with the Carbon Trust’s mission to support the
transition to a low carbon sustainable economy.
The follow-up work that PROMOTioN could yield can amount to a couple of 100k Euro’s
Also to add this fits in with the Carbon Trust mission of moving to a low carbon sustainable economy.
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PHD RESEARCH: KNOWLEDGE BUILDING ON DC GRID COMPONENTS AND PROTECTION
Interviewee: Francesco Marra, PhD researcher at Equinor
ACTIVITIES
Within Equinor a team of 4 persons is active on DC grid protection. A screening was done of different DC
protection strategies and components. During the project, Equinor helped to set the common definitions for
small, medium and large HVDC grids. The TRL level of components of several manufacturers was assessed.
Besides that the reliability, complexity and costs of the different techniques were studied.
Equinor also sent out a questionnaire to all partners of the consortium to gather knowledge about protection
strategies, components and strategies for future deployment of DC grids offshore.
IMPACT
The impact on today’s business of Equinor is restricted to the results which are obtained to date. The impact of
the PROMOTioN project will be much more visible during the next years when the solutions found within the
project will be implemented. It will take 4-5 years because of the need to test the systems thoroughly.
CURRENT STATUS
Equinor delivered all tasks according to planning and is satisfied with the results. The team will continue working
on dissemination of the obtained results and its engagement in meetings.
The team has the feeling that it is difficult to work with the manufacturers that are working inside the consortium
as they are protecting their intellectual ownership towards competitors inside and outside of the consortium.
Their cooperation could be better to reach an optimal project result.
Drivers for the project are the opportunity to develop HVDC technologies that open up scenario’s for the future.
A major obstacle will be the fact that the low maturity grade of the technologies will require considerable
investment efforts from manufacturers and buyers. However PROMOTioN is really helping in finding cost
reduction solutions
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
The team of Equinor will continue with the tasks it is involved in and will promote within the company the results
and learnings with first users in the offshore market and the oil and gas market.
VALUE
The intangible value for Equinor is the knowledge dissemination and the knowledge which will be inherited from
the PROMOTioN project. Equinor will have more confidence and experience towards the use of HVDC
technology for offshore assets.
The value for the organisation as a whole is depending on the amount of HVDC projects which will be started up
in future. The project savings for a project could amount to millions of Euros when there is no alternative than
the use of DC. This would be an optimal case and is case specific.
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POLICY CHANGE: SETTING GRID CODE REQUIREMENTS AND STANDARDISATION
Interviewee: Olivier Despouys, R&D Project Manager for HVDC & DC grid technology at RTE
ACTIVITIES
RTE participated in setting the requirements for meshed offshore grids, reviewed the inputs from partners and
provided guidance on these topics. For this they made use of experience from the EU BEST PATHS project in
which they are deeply involved in which amongst others is delivering solutions to allow for transition from HVDC
lines to HVDC grids through study of interoperability. RTE contributed to a workshop between the PROMOTioN
team and the BEST PATHS team to exchange knowledge and best practises.
RTE takes part in meetings to assess back up strategies and protection strategies. Together with the Supergrid
Institute they supervise a PhD student who is working on failure mode analysis for grids and protection
strategies. Regarding planning activities in PROMOTioN, RTE provided input for the price and cost database for
transformers and other grid components (among other activities).

IMPACT
PROMOTioN has a great impact on knowledge and expertise of the RTE team members, Knowledge on
individual HVDC components was already present but new knowledge on DC protection was not.
RTE is very interested in protection strategies and possibilities. The project helps to prepare for future meshed
offshore grids and to learn aspects for operation, planning and protection.The most important item for RTE is
the topic grid codes and standardisation. There will be a change in grid codes and the discussions and
directions from the PROMOTioN project gives guidance and raises awareness.

CURRENT STATUS
RTE is currently starting up their work in standardisation of the grids. A couple of weeks ago, a meeting was
held in Groningen to start up this part of the project. Depending on the expectations from the corresponding WP
leader, RTE is likely to review the existing standardisation requirements and give advice on changes and
improvements. A driver is that all aspects of offshore meshed grids are studied within the project. This raises the
confidence in the success of the PROMOTioN project.
A barrier for the successful implementation of the grids will be the alignment of all governments and regulatory
aspects within Europe. However, most technical aspects are covered.
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
RTE is looking forward to lots of interesting outputs from the grid standardisation project.

VALUE
RTE can only assess the value created by a raised knowledge level en expertise within the company. Value in
money is impossible to give in this moment in time.
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SERVICE: DC GRID PROTECTION SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
Interviewee: Caitriona Sheridan, Network Planning Engineer at Eirgrid
ACTIVITIES
Ms Sheridan joined EIRGRID 7 months ago, she is involved in the PROMOTioN project since then.
A protection workshop will be hosted by EIRGRID.
IMPACT
PROMOTioN gives EIRGRID the chance to learn from the industry and what is going on with regards to HVDC
in combination with offshore grids and transmission networks. It also is interesting with regards to getting
knowledge of the use of DC networks in combination with renewables.
EIRGRID is involved in the selection of smaller networks for testing protection systems. For instance the
connection between Ireland and Scotland (HVDC Moyle) is an interesting network in this regard.
The knowledge EIRGRID gets from the PROMOTioN project is very useful and gives them a chance to partake
and provide their views. The outcome of the cost-benefit evaluation which is done within the project will be very
interesting.
CURRENT STATUS
Currently EIRGRID is working and testing and demonstration of a test bench, implementation of the different
methods in the demonstrator), the meeting results of a conference which is held recently, review of documents
and on preparation of the protection workshop which will be hosted by EIRGRID.
There are no clear gaps. Testing and set up of testing environment is on track.
Drivers in this work package are the good lateral communication between the different members.

The IED is a key deliverable. A significant risk is encountered if something goes wrong with hardware or
software of the Intelligent Electronic device (IED) which is used for testing the protections. Also transport of this
vulnerable device to other locations might potentially give a risk.
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
The next step is organising of the protection workshop which will give a different perspective than an earlier
workshop held in by RTE in France as this will involve another TSO and owner model. Irelands network is quite
small and has other protection requirements as well. The workshop will be provided hopefully by the end of the
year.
VALUE
The value to EIRGRID will be training of their personnel with the use of protection devices, enhance knowledge
of HVDC penetration and power electronics into the existing system. The knowledge obtained is of great use.
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PHD RESEARCH: CONVERTORS, GRID TOPOLOGY AND THEIR IMPLEMENTATION
Interviewee: Ramon Blasco - Gimenez, Professor at Universidad Politécnica de Valencia (UPV)
ACTIVITIES
UPV is developing new controls for wind turbines to control the interaction with HVDC equipment. Besides this a
study is performed on how wind turbines can operate in island mode (without export cable) and supply their own
offshore loads. After that the onshore grid can be powered up by the offshore grid.

Outside the PROMOTioN project, UPV is working on a project that studies powering up of Denmark, when it has
a blackout, through the Skagerrak 4 DC interconnector from Norway. This same study will be carried out within
the PROMOTioN project, but this time on powering up Denmark through a HVDC link coming from an offshore
wind park. This is a step forward in proving that offshore wind power can power up a country suffering from a
blackout.
IMPACT
As a research institution, it is quite important to push forward technical developments like new systems and
control, thus attracting funding. Within PROMOTioN, the TRL of technologies that have been developed during
the last 10 years can be increased.
CURRENT STATUS
New control techniques are developed for black start equipment and powering up HVAC transformers and links.
These controls operate in island mode until restoration of the grid is established. The technical feasibility of
using combinations of HVDC and diode rectifiers is being studied. UPV is also cooperating in the work on
standardisation of the industry’s best practices, standards and requirements for HVDC grid systems and DC
connected offshore wind power plants. The current gaps are including a TRL level to diode rectifier feasibility
and large windfarms operating in island mode.
A driver is that it is clear to all parties involved that wind power capacity is increasing and that its management
has to be changed. An inhibitor is the absence of possibilities to demonstrate the technology in a realistic
situation. With regards to the MMC test bench demonstrator it is still the question if it is possible to finish all
items within the timeframe available. The level of detail and the available power level is still on a reduce level.
This will result in a lower TRL level.
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
New connection possibilities will be tried between HVDC links and diode rectifiers. The test for blackout
restoration of Denmark will be carried out
VALUE
The value to an institution like UPV is development of Intellectual property (IP) and patents. In how far this can
be converted to money depends on how the results will be used (like consultancy jobs and IP licensing).
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